To,

THE CHAIRMAN,
PBCC / BISE, Lahore

Subject: REVIVAL OF PREVIOUS PRACTICE OF AWARDING OF MARKS IN PRACTICAL EXAMINATION.

I am directed to refer to your letter No.116/SY/PBCC/LHR dated 24-08-2015, on the subject cited above. The Secretary, Higher Education Department / Controlling Authority of BISEs in Punjab has been pleased to approve the following recommendations of PBCC:-

- The practical in each subject will be conducted separately after completion of class 10th & 12th Examinations. The marks of Practical would be counted with theory marks obtained by the candidates.
- The practical labs would be constituted by the Board either in the Government or private institutions affiliated with the Board.
- The practical in each subject will be conducted in other institutions where the availability is possible.
- The Board will issue computerized practical schedule of the relevant practical’s i.e. date time and lab on the roll number slips of the candidates.
- The Board will provide practical cut list of the candidates’ batch wise / subject wise according to practical centre / labs.
- The Board will provide the question papers and answer books according to the total number of candidates to the centres / labs before the commencement of examination through banks.
- The Board will appoint the well reputed and honest practical examiners for the conduct of practical examination.
- The Practical Examiner will deposit Answer Scripts within 24 hours in relevant banks.
- The practical paper may be evaluated by the Sub Examiner / Head Examiners according to given Criteria / Marking Scheme after the termination of practical examination in all subjects.
- The candidate who fails either in theory or practical paper or in both, he/she will be declared as fail and will reappear in theory paper and practical in next available chances, if eligible.
If a candidate passes in theory paper but fails in practical in any subject, then he/she will be declared fail in the same subject of Part-II and will reappear in theory Part-II and practical in next available chances if eligible.

The Examiners appointed by the Board would be bound to perform the practical duty because examination duty has been declared mandatory by the Government of the Punjab.

The Scheme of studies will be implemented w.e.f. the session 2015-17 and onwards.

The portion of practical question from subjective paper will be eliminated.

The division of marks in each subject in SSC/HSSC in theory objective / subjective portion and as well as the practical will be as per Annual Examination, 2013.

While the Question Paper of Practical portion will be set separately according to the norms given below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>10%</th>
<th>Copy (Practical Note Book)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>Viva voce (Conducted by Practical Examiner)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30%</td>
<td>Performance evaluated by Practical Examiner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>Set procedural description related to the Practical Examination evaluated in centralized marking centers of concerned BISE.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For example if total numbers are 30, the weightage of marks of copy and viva voce, Performance and procedural description related to the Practical Examination are 3, 3, 9 & 15 respectively.

All other subjects having different total marks in practical paper will be prepared according to the above said percentage practical.

2. You are requested to kindly implement above mentioned scheme of studies w.e.f session 2015-17 & inform all stake holders accordingly.

(IRTaza Ameer Naqvi)
DEPUTY SECRETARY (B&G)

C.C
1. All Chairman, BISEs in Punjab.
2. P.S to Secretary, Higher Education Department.
3. P.A to Additional Secretary (Academics), Higher Education Department.